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MEGA MAN X 25th Anniversary Series Musical Scores and Recordings, 

as well as Start of Collection of Requests for Commercialization 

GMSTORE CORP. 

 

 In commemoration of the 25th anniversary of MEGA MAN X (CAPCOM CO., LTD., 1993) release, 

GMSTORE CORP. is collaborating with CAPCOM CO., LTD. to release musical scores and recordings for up 

to 395 songs from the background music of the MEGA MAN X Series. Download sales for the completed 

MEGA MAN X Band Versions and Piano Versions will begin on the GMSTORE CORP. website from 

December 17, 2018. MP3 recordings will be offered at the 25th Anniversary Special Price of 2,700 yen 

until January 31, 2019. For certain future products, GMSTORE CORP. will decide on the songs that need 

to be commercialized based on voting by fans. 

 The following table provides game titles targeted for commercialization, number of songs, composition 

of musical instruments and release policy. 

  

Title Number 

of 

Songs 

Piano Version Band Version Ensemble Version 

MEGA MAN X (SFC)  34 Release December 17, 

2018 

Release December 17, 

2018 

Based on voting by 

fans 

Select up to 10 

songs 

Scheduled to be 

released in 2019 

MEGA MAN X2 (SFC)  32 

Sequential release 

(from 2019 to early 

2020) 

Production as required 

MEGA MAN X3 (SFC)  34 

MEGA MAN X4 (PS)  42 

MEGA MAN X5 (PS)  38 

MEGA MAN X6 (PS)  25 

MEGA MAN X7 (PS2)  41 

MEGA MAN X8 (PS2)  51 

MEGA MAN X MAVERICK 

HUNTER (PSP) 

 41 

MEGA MAN X  

COMMAND MISSION 

(PS2) 

 57 

Total 395 

 

 Related webpages 

Series general page: https://gmstore.co.jp/music/rockmanx-series.html 

MEGA MAN X exclusive page: https://gmstore.co.jp/music/rockmanx.html 

Collection of requests page: https://gmstore.co.jp/request 

  



 

 

 Product information by musical instrument 

1. Piano Version 

 MEGA MAN X Piano Version product information is provided in the following table.  

 

ROCKMAN X / MEGAMAN X 25th Anniversary Piano Score and Music (34 tracks included) 

Producer information Prof. Sakamoto (main) / K2publisher Yusuke Ichihara 

(assistant) 

Piano score (PDF) 4,320 yen 

Piano recording (MP3/320 kbps) 2,700 yen* 

Piano recording (WAV/24 bit) 4,320 yen 

*25th Anniversary Limited Special Price. 

 

2. Band Version 

 For the Band Version, GMSTORE CORP. is offering a listening product and a performing product, to 

meet customers' differing uses. 

 

 Band Version –For Listening 

・ Recordings that match the musical score and progress according to the score 

・ Recordings that match the original song and fade out after a loop according to the original music 

soundtrack 

・ Customers can choose either MP3 (320 kbps) or WAV (24 bit) format for both products 

 

 Band Version –For Performance 

・ The following two pieces are offered as a set with separate parts for guitar 1, guitar 2, bass, 

keyboard and drums 

・ Accompaniment recordings with respective parts muted 

・ Reference solo recordings with respective parts only 

 

 The following table provides details on the Band Version of the product information.  

  



 

 

ROCKMAN X / MEGAMAN X 25th Anniversary Band Score and Music 

Producer Information K2publisher (musical score), TAK (recording/musical score 

assistant) 

For 

Performance 
Band score (PDF) 

34 tracks included 

4,320 yen 

For 

Listening 

Band recordings (MP3) - 

match musical score  
2,700 yen* 

Band recordings (WAV) - 

match musical score  
4,320 yen 

Band recordings (MP3) - 

match original song 
2,700 yen* 

Band recordings (WAV) - 

match original song  
4,320 yen 

For 

Performance 

Accompaniment 

recordings 

(MP3) 

and 

Solo recordings 

(MP3) 

Guitar 1 
Includes 33 tracks × 2 kinds, including 

parts of guitar 1 
2,700 yen 

Guitar 2 
Includes 11 tracks × 2 kinds, including 

parts of guitar 2 
1,620 yen 

Bass 
Includes 33 tracks × 2 kinds, including 

parts of bass 
2,700 yen 

Keyboard 
Includes 31 tracks × 2 kinds, including parts 

of keyboard + 1 solo track 
2,700 yen 

Drums 
Includes 31 tracks × 2 kinds, including 

parts of drum 
2,700 yen 

* 25th Anniversary Limited Special Price. 

  



 

 

3. Ensemble Version 

 Information on the plan for collecting requests for the ensemble version is provided in the following 

table. 

 

Period for collection of requests 
From December 17, 2018 at 12:00 hours (Japan time) to May 31, 

2019 at 23:59 hours (Japan time) 

Number of songs Up to 10 songs from all 395 songs 

Method Request form 

Plan features 

Customers who buy GMSTORE CORP. MEGA MAN X Series-related 

products can vote in proportion to the purchase amount. 

Example: If a customer purchases products worth 1,000 yen, he 

or she can cast 1,000 votes. 

Release time/Product 

information 

GMSTORE CORP. will inform customers as soon as it is determined 

in 2019 

Other detailed information https://gmstore.co.jp/request 

 

 Other information 

 Samples of the Piano Version and Band Version musical scores and recordings, and part information 

for each song and information on whether each song has an outro for the Band Version are available on 

the GMSTORE CORP. website. 

 GMSTORE CORP. will periodically share the production status of each product on its website and 

through social media, such as e-mails (registration page: https://gmstore.co.jp) and Twitter 

(@gm_store_corp). 

 

  

https://gmstore.co.jp/request
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